
What if Bornholm was the only place to eat real food?
We imagined a world in which humans don’t experience the food anymore and 

they only ingest portions of nutrients, which are synthetically produced.

Global Food Salvation Movement



Global Food Salvation Movement

The future of eating

Food serves just to sustain human body, not for pleasure of eating

In these portions, there are all the nutrients and 
medicines that humans may need and they are 
developed to suit every individual’s necessity.
On the other hand, the experience of nutrition is not 
a pleasure anymore, just a simple daily task to fulfil 
in order to survive.



Global Food Salvation Movement

Why come to Bornholm?

Bornholm as a self-sustaining haven where people can eat “real” food

And in this sad and grey world, where the space for 
nature is no longer there anymore, we imagined the 
last heaven: the only place where you can still eat real 
food, Bornholm Island.



Global Food Salvation Movement

What will it be “real food” in the future?

How far would modification go?

Throughout the decades new species of fruit and 
vegetables, replaced the ones that humans were 
used to eat in the past.
These products were developed by a process of 
hybridisation between different vegetables 
and different species.
But now they can only be found on the Island.



Global Food Salvation Movement

Humans subjected to nature

Emotionally and mindfully grown plants and animals as a new organic label of food

On Bornholm, people must take care of and give 
special treatments to Nature in order to eat real 
food. People must pay respect to natural world 
through manual labour and rituals like meditation, 
accompanied by ancestral sounds played by organic 
musical instruments. 

These instruments convey spiritual energy both to 
plants, animals and humans and help them regain 
awareness over their soul.
 People from around the world come to Bornholm 
to experience Real Food and undergo a spiritual 
awakening.



Global Food Salvation Movement

Humans subjected to nature: pampering tools

Humans become a part of food chain rather than being on top of it

Thanks to Pampering instruments, we physically 
take care of the whole natural world - from animals 
to plants - to show humanity a new reality where 
they aren’t on top of the food chain anymore and in 
which in fact, they are subdued by nature itself. For 
example, here you can see a device that people carry 
on their shoulders to become nothing more than a 
Co2 source for plants.



Global Food Salvation Movement

Synthetic growing machines to provide supplements to diet

How far would food modification go?

And finally, you can see a Synthetic growing machine 
which is used to generate synthetical portions and 
replicas of food that is not cultivable on the island. 
During their retreat, people will taste some gourmet 
dishes made by what can be grown on the island 
and completed by some synthetically produced 
ingredients.



Promoting enhancement of environment 
through respectful attitude and that 
taking care of plants and animals.

Bornholm could become a Green Island, 
wellness retreat that puts focus on 

educating about sustainable
food production 

Obtaining sustainability by determining 
what should be on demand rather than 

producing food on demand 

Offering holistic spiritual food experience 
by involving visitors in actual 
food production.

Green Island
Enhancement  

instead of 
exploitation

Holistic 
food experience

Dictating
demand 

instead of
producing on 

demand

Global food salvation movement
Re-estabilish your emotional connection to Food.

Real Food.



Global food salvation movement
Re-estabilish your emotional connection to Food.

Real Food.

In this vision, the Global Food salvation Movement, 
chose Bornholm as the Green Island.

Here, people can join a wellness retreat that 
puts focus on educating about sustainable food 
production, by involving visitors in the actual manual 
labour process, while offering holistic spiritual food 
experience.

Global Food Salvation movement promotes 
the enhancement of the environment through a 
respectful attitude and taking care of plants and 
animals.

Through this experience people have the opportunity 
to understand the real meaning of being part 
of this old new world.



Thank you!
...may the Holy Broccoli be with you.
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